Abstract-This paper presents a mathematical analysis of the accuracy of estimating Primary User's (PU's) mean duty cycle u, as well as the mean off-and on-times, where the estimation accuracy is expressed in terms of the Cramér-Rao bound on the mean squared estimation error. For estimating u, we derive the mean squared estimation error for uniform, non-uniform, and weighted sample stream averaging, as well as maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. The estimation accuracy of the mean PU off-and on-times is studied when ML estimation is employed. Besides, the impact of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation accuracy is studied analytically for the averaging estimators, while simulation results are used for the ML estimators. Furthermore, we develop algorithms for the blind estimation of the traffic parameters based on the derived theoretical estimation accuracy expressions.
period is derived as a function of the PU traffic parameters, specifically, the mean PU off-time, 1/λ f , and the mean PU duty cycle, u. We show that when the PU traffic parameters estimation error increases, the performance of the proposed MAC protocol (measured in terms of UOPP and SSOH) deteriorates. The results of the investigation on the impact of the PU traffic parameters estimation error on this MAC protocol are presented in Fig. 1 . We observe that as the deviations between the actual and estimated (i) mean PU off-time ( Fig. 1(a) ) and (ii) mean PU duty cycle ( Fig. 1(b) ) increase, the level of sensing overhead and missed opportunities, SSOH+UOPP, increase. For example, even when the estimation error in u is only 15%, the resulting SSOH+UOPP exceeds the optimal value (i.e. having perfect estimates of PU traffic parameters) by almost 10%. Furthermore, we observe that inaccurately estimated u has a more profound impact on the performance of the MAC protocol, than inaccurately estimated mean offtime.
B. Related Work
A large number of algorithms in DSA systems, considering all layers of the communication stack, assume perfect knowledge of the PUs' traffic parameters, see for example [6 [14, . These parameters include the mean PU duty cycle, and the mean PU off-time and on-time. In reality, however, DSA systems need to periodically estimate the level of PU traffic before making any decisions on PU channel access. As DSA systems often cannot assume any a priori knowledge regarding the PU traffic parameters of the accessed channels, blind or semi-blind estimation methods of time-domain PU channel occupancy statistics need to be employed. Therefore, the issue of efficient estimation of traffic parameters of the PU, considering analytical models of the estimation process, started to gain attention from the research community. Recently published [15] is a good example of a DSA system where the need for the most accurate estimation of PU traffic is essential. Therein, a system which scavenges spectrum opportunities in the range of (0,400] milliseconds is introduced and implemented on the TelosB mote (TI MSP40 microcontroller, Chipcon CC2420 transceiver) operating on a 2.4 GHz range wireless sensor network testbed. One of the components of the designed channel access engine is the channel measurement and modeling component. Unfortunately, the paper does not discuss how to design such a module. Moreover, two designed channel access strategies: (i) Contiguous Secondary User Transmission and (ii) Divided Secondary User Transmission, rely strongly on the 0733-8716/13/$31.00 c 2013 IEEE Fig. 1(a) ) and mean PU duty cycle for channel i, u i , (Fig. 1(b) ) on the performance of the multi-channel MAC protocol proposed by Kim et al. in [5] . The results were obtained as follows. With the number of PU channels, N , set to 2 and sensing time set to 1.6 ms, vector Λ = {λ f,1 , · · · , λ f,N } in Fig. 1(a) , (U = {u 1 , · · · , u N } in Fig. 1(b) ), was shifted from the actual value (by the same factor) positively for the first channel and negatively for the second channel. Then, the corresponding optimal sensing period was calculated for the actual and erroneous Λ and U using [5, Eq. (1) ]. The resulting percentage increase in SSOH+UOPP was calculated for the case of having erroneous Λ, ( Fig. 1(a) ), and erroneous U , (Fig. 1(b) ). For both figures inter-sampling granularity and maximum inter-sampling period were set to 0.5 ms and 0.1 s, respectively. knowledge of PU traffic (denoted as "whitespace probability density function" by the authors). All PU traffic profiles were artificially generated beforehand and known to the channel access engine, which is an unrealistic assumption.
The most notable results dealing with analytical estimation of PU time-domain traffic parameters can be found in [5] , [16] - [18] . For analytical tractability, all considered works assume that PUs have exponentially distributed off-and ontimes. In [5] maximum likelihood estimation was adopted for estimating the mean PU off-time while sample stream averaging was used for estimating the mean PU duty cycle. Meanwhile in [16] , Bayesian estimation was proposed for estimating the mean PU off-and on-times. Uniform traffic sampling was assumed for both [5] and [16] . On the other hand, the authors in [17] , [18] , using the notion of Fisher information, derived optimal traffic sampling schemes for estimating the mean PU off-time. They argued that for a fixed channel observation window and a fixed number of samples, random sampling outperforms uniform sampling. However, perfect knowledge of the mean PU duty cycle was assumed. Besides, no closed form expressions for the accuracy of the estimated mean PU off-time was derived and different random sampling schemes were evaluated only via simulations. Unfortunately, in all aforementioned works [5] , [16] - [18] , the estimation accuracy, measured in terms of the mean squared error (MSE) in the estimated parameters, was not quantified in a closed form. Moreover, the impact of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation accuracy was not studied analytically. In [19] the authors derived the bounds on the accuracy of the joint estimation of the arrival and departure rates of PUs. However, the authors assumed that the PU traffic is observed continuously, which is an assumption that is far from being practical as the PU traffic is sampled according to a discrete sampling process. Also, just like in earlier works, the impact of spectrum sensing errors in [19] was not considered.
In the context of our work we need to refer to other studies on PU traffic estimation. Specifically, [20] followed a different approach for estimating the PU channel usage statistics (i.e. its complete distribution) by using a combination of statistical distance metrics: kernel density estimation, goodnessof-fit testing (utilizing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), and Kullback-Leibler distance. To increase the complexity of the problem, cooperation between spatially separated DSA nodes was considered resulting in node-to-node variances in PU traffic observations. Unfortunately, no closed-form expressions for the PU traffic distribution estimation accuracy were presented. Only a heuristic estimator (in the form of the algorithm presented in Table I of [20] ) was used. The proposed heuristic estimator is based on an example of a utility function. Moreover, the impact of spectrum sensing errors was not considered (however, errors due to fading and propagation characteristics were included).
Finally, [21] , [22] considered the estimation of the PU channel state through randomized channel probing. These papers modeled the PU state estimation problem as an exploration/exploitation problem and based the analysis on multiarmed bandit formulation. The difference between these two papers lies in system model assumptions and new features that have not been considered in earlier works on multiarmed bandit problems for DSA, i.e. [21] considered spectrum sensing errors, while [22] considered PU state/channel fading correlation. We need to emphasize however that PU state estimation in [21] , [22] has the following limiting features: (i) PU channel state estimation reduces to one parameter only (on or off time), (ii) the estimation process requires network feedback, e.g. via ACK/NACK, and (iii) the estimator does not collect statistics on the PU channel usage.
C. Our Contribution
In this work, we first consider the problem of estimating the mean PU duty cycle, u. We derive the estimation MSE in u when sample stream averaging with uniform sampling is used. We extend our work to include non-uniform sampling as well as weighted averaging with uniform sampling. Moreover, we propose estimating u using maximum likelihood estimation under uniform sampling, and derive the corresponding Cramér-Rao (CR) bound which provides a lower bound on the estimation error for unbiased estimators employing uniform sampling. Regarding the mean PU off-and on-times, we derive the CR estimation error bounds for both parameters under uniform sampling, and present the corresponding maximum likelihood estimators. All of the estimation error expressions presented in this work are formulated as functions of the total number of samples, which serves as a guideline for energy-constrained applications where the energy budget for sampling, and hence the total number of samples, is limited. We also quantify the relationship between the estimation error and the length of the observation window. This is important for delay-constrained applications, and when non-stationary traffic is considered, as it shows the compromise between the delay in learning the PU traffic parameters and the estimation error in the parameters. Besides, the effect of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation accuracy is studied analytically for the averaging estimators, while simulation results are used for the ML estimators of u, and the mean PU off-and on-times. Finally, we use the resulting expressions to design algorithms for the blind estimation of the PU traffic parameters under a variety of constraints, and compare their performance against the derived theoretical bounds.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model considered in this work. Expressions for the MSE in estimating the PU traffic parameters are derived in Section III (duty cycle) and Section IV (off-and on-time rate parameters). Two practical algorithms for estimating the PU duty cycle and mean off-and on-time are presented in Section V, while numerical results are given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Following the model introduced in [5] , we consider a single channel that is licensed to a single PU. The PU traffic is assumed to be stationary over a sufficiently large time window with exponentially distributed off-and on-times. The probability density function of an exponentially distributed random variable, x, is given as [24, Eq. (3.15) ] f λ (x) = λe −λx , for x ≥ 0 and f λ (x) = 0, otherwise, where λ denotes the rate parameter. With λ = λ f and λ = λ n , f λ (x) denotes the distribution of PU off-and on-times, respectively. The mean PU off-and on-times are equal to the reciprocal of λ f and λ n , respectively. Besides, the duty cycle u of the PU can be calculated as [24, Sec. 11.3] 
Hence, λ f , λ n and u are inter-dependent, where estimating any two of the three parameters is sufficient to completely estimate the PU traffic parameters.
In order to estimate the traffic parameters, the PU channel is sampled in order to acquire data regarding the state of the PU (on or off). For the considered system model, denote the total number of samples by N . Denote the PU traffic samples by the vector z = [z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z N ] where z n is the nth traffic sample, and z n = 1 if the PU is active and z n = 0, otherwise. Moreover, in the proposed model, we consider the general case where the spectrum sensing process is prone to errors. The sensing error is modeled in the form of false alarm and misdetection probabilities, denoted by P f and P m , respectively. The sensing error is assumed to be independent for different traffic samples. The estimated PU traffic samples are denoted
wherez n is the nth estimated traffic sample. It follows thatz n = 1 if z n = 1 and no mis-detection error occurred, or z n = 0 and a false alarm error occurred. Similarly,z n = 0 if z n = 1 and a mis-detection error occurred, or z n = 0 and no false alarm error occurred. Furthermore, the inter-sample times are given by the vector
where T n denotes the time between samples z n and z n+1 . Finally, the total observation window length is denoted by T , where
Denote the PU state transition probability by Pr xy (t), which corresponds to the probability that the PU state changes from state x to state y within time t, where {x, y} = 0 denotes that the PU is idle while {x, y} = 1 denotes that the PU is active. The PU state transition probabilities were derived in [5, Sec.
6.1] as
In this work Pr xy (t) is later used to derive the MSE in the estimates of u, λ f , and λ n . As remarked in Section I, estimators of u and λ f are analytically described in closed form in [5] , [16] - [18] . However, a measure of the estimation error in u and λ f , was not given, noting that in [5, Sec. 6 .2] only the asymptotic confidence interval for the estimates of u and λ f was presented. In the following sections, we propose new methods to estimate u and we derive the MSE in the estimates of u, λ f , and λ n .
III. ESTIMATION OF THE PRIMARY USER DUTY CYCLE u
In this section, we analyze different methods for estimating the duty cycle, u, of the PU. We first present an estimator based on averaging the traffic samples, labeled the averaging estimator, similar to the estimator presented in [5] , [16] - [18] . In addition, we modify the estimator to the general case where the PU traffic samples are not uniformly sampled. Furthermore, as we observe that the estimation accuracy is bounded by the sample correlation, we propose two different estimation methods to alleviate the correlation effect. The first method is based on the weighted averaging of the traffic samples, labeled the weighted averaging estimator, and the second method is based on maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. For all three estimation methods, we derive expressions for the MSE in the estimates. Moreover, we derive the CR bound on the estimation error when using uniformly sampled traffic samples. The MSE expressions are presented as functions of the number of samples and the observation window length to serve as guidelines for traffic estimation in energy-constrained and delay-constrained systems, respectively.
A. The Averaging Estimator under Perfect Sensing
The averaging duty cycle estimator,ũ a , is defined as [5,
We first consider the case where the spectrum sensing errors can be ignored, i.e., P f = P m = 0, hence,z n = z n ∀n. The impact of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation error is presented in the next section.
1) The MSE inũ a : The MSE inũ a for N samples can be defined as
where E[·] denotes the expectation. The intuition behind (3) is as follows; the expectation is calculated over all possible values ofũ a resulting from all 2 N permutations of the traffic samples vector z. Define Z as a vector containing all 2 N permutations of z with Z n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2 N }, defined as the nth element of Z. Furthermore, define Z n,m , m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, as the mth traffic sample of Z n , and define ζ n = N m=1 Z n,m , i.e., the summation of all traffic samples of Z n . Then, substituting (2) in (3) yields
where Pr(z = Z n |T ) denotes the probability of observing PU traffic sample sequence Z n , for a given vector of sampling times T . We then have the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
The MSE ofũ a is given as
Proof: See the proof of (19) . From Corollary 1 we obtain the subsequent corollary. Corollary 2: The decrease in the MSE inũ a with each extra sample, Dũ a,N +1 , is given as
Proof: Via elementary algebra. Corollary 2, as we will show in Section V, proves important in designing adaptive algorithms for the blind estimation of u.
2) The Optimal Inter-Sample Time Sequence for Minimizing the MSE inũ a : In this section, the MSE inũ a is shown to be convex with respect to the inter-sample time sequence, T . The optimal T , denoted by T * , is derived, and the corresponding expression for the MSE inũ a is presented. Expression (5) is proven to be convex by showing that the Hessian of Vũ a ,N (T ), denoted by ∇ 2 Vũ a ,N (T ), is positivesemidefinite [30] . The proof of convexity is given in [31, Appendix B] .
The problem of minimizing Vũ a ,N (T ) with respect to T can be written as:
The optimization problem can be solved by Lagrangian duality [30] where the Lagrangian function can be expressed as
where
is the vector of the Lagrangian multipliers associated with inequalities (8) and μ is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with (9) . As the optimization problem is convex, and the objective and constraint functions are differentiable, the optimal inter-sample time sequence, T * , satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions:
where n ∈ {1, 2 · · · , N − 1} and the superscript * signifies optimality. Expression (11d) can be expressed as
The solution of the convex problem is first presented for the special case where T * n > 0, υ * n = 0 ∀n, i.e. when all samples have non-zero spacing in time. The solution is later expanded to include cases where T * n = 0 for a set of n, i.e. samples coincide in time implying that the sample is weighted by the number of coinciding samples.
For the case where T * n > 0 ∀n, T * is given as follows.
Equation (12a) is derived by simultaneously solving (11d) for n = 1 and n = 2. Equation (12b) is derived from condition (11b). Condition (12c) is derived by setting T * a = 0 in (12a) and (12b) and solving for T . Expressions (12a) and (12b) can be shown to satisfy (11a)-(11d) but the proof is omitted for brevity. The solution for the optimization problem implies that as the length of the total observation window, T , increases, the optimal inter-sample time sequence approaches uniform sampling. As T decreases, T * remains uniform for samples 2 to N − 1. However, the first and last inter-sample times are equal in length, and shorter in length than the rest of the inter-sample times. If T is decreased to
and T * N −1 approach zero, i.e. the first two samples and last two samples coincide. This implies that the number of samples is decreased to N − 2 and the first and last samples are weighted by two.
For the case where T ≤
whereN N − 2k − 1. Equation (13a) is derived by simultaneously solving (11d) for n = k and n = k + 1. Equation (13b) is derived from condition (11b). The lower bound in (13c) is derived by setting T * a = 0 in (13a) and (13b) and solving for T . The upper bound in (13c) is based on the condition υ * k−1 ≥ 0 where the expression for υ * n can be derived for n ∈ K from (11d), using (13a), as Using the optimal inter-sample time sequence, the lower bound on the estimation error for the averaging estimator,ũ a , can be derived by substituting (13a) and (13b) in (5) yielding
for
where k is chosen to satisfy (13c) and Γ * b is found by solving (13a) and (13b) 1 .
3) The Averaging Estimator under Uniform Sampling: The work in [5] , [16] - [18] considered estimating u by averaging uniformly sampled traffic observations. In this section, we derive the MSE inũ a under uniform sampling, denoted by Vũ ua ,N . With constant inter-sample times,
∀T n ∈ T . Substituting in (5), the MSE can be written as
. Again, the leftmost part in the second equation of (15) accounts for the increase in estimation error caused by sample correlation. Intuitively, when the sample correlation is high, increasing N in a fixed time window leads to an insignificant change in the estimation error. Formally, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3: For a fixed observation window length, as the number of samples increases, the MSE error in estimating u for uniform sampling approaches an asymptote Vũ ua ,L , where
where η = T λ f u . Proof: Via elementary algebra. Note that Vũ ua ,L tends to 0 as the observation window length is increased. Using Corollary 3, the number of samples, N , can be chosen such that the resulting error is above the asymptotic error (16) by a factor β. Then N can be evaluated by solving Vũ ua ,N = βVũ ua ,L .
B. The Averaging Estimator under Imperfect Sensing
The analysis presented in Section III-A is extended here to include the effect of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation error. Introducing spectrum sensing errors to the averaging estimator expressed in (2) causes the estimator to become biased. The expected value of the estimator can be calculated as
, where the expectation is calculated over all possible values ofũ a resulting from all 2 N permutations of the estimated PU traffic samples vector z. Thus, the duty cycle can be calculated from
∀P f , P m : P f + P m = 1. DefineZ as a vector containing all 2 N permutations ofz withZ n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2 N }, defined as the nth element ofZ. Furthermore, defineZ n,m , m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, as the mth traffic sample ofZ n . Thus, the MSE inũ a,s for N samples, denoted by Vũ a,s ,N can be expressed as
2 Note that the estimatorũa,s is not defined for the special case of P f + Pm = 1. For P f + Pm = 1, the denominator of the proposed unbiased estimator equals zero, and the expectation of the biased estimator can be expressed as E [ũa] = P f , which is independent of u. Hence, both estimators fail to estimate u. On the other hand, note that P f + Pm ≥ 1 does not correspond to any relevant practical sensing method. Typical values for the probability of false alarm and mis-detection are P f 0. where 
C. The Weighted Averaging Estimator under Perfect Sensing
In the previous sections, the PU duty cycle, u, is estimated using equal weight averaging of the channel samples. The optimal inter-sample times were found to reach zero for some samples implying that weighting might improve the estimation accuracy. In this section, we propose a new estimator that averages weighted traffic samples to decrease the estimation error by alleviating the effect of sample correlation. For analytical tractability, uniform sampling is assumed with a constant inter-sample time denoted by T c .
We first present the special case where the spectrum sensing errors can be neglected, that is, P f = P m = 0, andz n = z n ∀n. The effect of spectrum sensing errors on the estimation error is investigated in the next section. The estimator is
w i , thus, for the estimator to be unbiased, that is E[ũ w ] = u, the weights must satisfy the condition
1) The MSE inũ w : The MSE inũ w can be written as
The expression E[z i z j ] in (20) represents the correlation between z i and z j denoted by R i,j . Consider R i,i+j , ∀j ≥ 1, then
The initial condition for the recursive equation (21) is
Since the traffic samples have a constant mean and the correlation function is only related to the time difference between the samples, the samples follow a wide-sense stationary process and
Note that (22) matches (15) if constant weighting is assumed, i.e.,
2) The Optimal Weighting Sequence: The optimal weighting sequence that minimizes the MSE inũ w , denoted by w
T , is derived in this section. According to the orthogonality principle, w
, and q uz is the cross correlation vector E [uz] . Since the traffic samples follow a wide-sense stationary process, R is both symmetric and Toeplitz. The cross correlation vector, q uz , can be written as
T . Normalizing the weights to get an unbiased estimator, the optimal weighting sequence is given by w * = 
D. The Weighted Averaging Estimator under Imperfect Sensing
In this section, we consider the performance of the weighted averaging estimator considering spectrum sensing errors. The spectrum sensing errors cause the estimator to become biased, akin to the averaging estimator case presented in Section III-B. Accordingly, the bias can be eliminated by defining the following estimator
wherew i is the weight of the estimated traffic samplez i .
Hence, E[ũ w,s ] = u under the condition
To quantify the MSE inũ w,s , we start by evaluating the correlation between the estimated traffic samples,R i,i+j , wherẽ
Recall from Section III-C1 that Pr{z i = 1,
, and Pr{z i = 0, z i+j = 0} = 1 − 2u + R i,i+j . Hence, substituting in (25) yields
Since, as in Section III-C1, the estimated samples follow a wide-sense stationary process, thenR i,i+j =R[j], ∀j ≥ 0. Hence, the variance of the proposed estimator can be expressed as
Substituting (26) in (27) 
In order to derive the optimal weighting sequence that minimizes the MSE inũ w,s , we apply the orthogonality principle, i.e., E[(u −ũ w,s )z j ] = 0, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. By solving the normal equationsRw = q uz , whereR ∈ R N ×N is the autocorrelation matrix 
, N}. This is the same result as for the weighted estimator assuming perfect spectrum sensing.
Substituting the optimal weights in (28) yields
Note that the rightmost part of the right hand side of (29) represents the increase in the estimation error attributed to the spectrum sensing errors, while the leftmost part represents the estimation error under perfect sensing as derived in Section III-C2. It follows that, for a given observation window length, the MSE inũ w,s approaches an asymptote, denoted by V * uw,s,L , as N increases, due to sample correlation, where
E. ML Estimation of u and the CR bound on the estimation error under Perfect Sensing
In the previous sections, it was shown that the accuracy of the estimators of u that are based on sample stream averaging is limited by sample correlation. Hence, in this section, we propose a more accurate estimator of u based on ML estimation. However, the improved accuracy of ML estimators comes at the expense of an increase in the computational complexity. ML estimation is used to estimate parameters of a statistical model by finding the parameters' values that maximize the probability of the observed samples [38] . The mean squared estimation error of ML estimators is often quantified analytically using the CR bound. The CR bound quantifies the minimum mean squared estimation error that can be achieved by any unbiased estimator. ML estimators achieve the CR lower bound as the sample size tends to infinity when certain conditions are satisfied [39, Ch. 12] . Accordingly, we present the likelihood function for the estimation of u, as well as the corresponding CR bound on the estimation error. The expressions are first presented for the special case when the sensing procedure is assumed to be perfect. Then, the likelihood function is modified to account for the effect of sensing errors on the estimation error. However, the CR bound on the estimation error in the presence of sensing errors cannot be expressed in a simple closed form, hence, the estimation error is presented via simulations in Section VI-C. For analytical tractability, uniform sampling is assumed with a constant inter-sample time of T c seconds.
We first consider the case where the sensing error can be ignored, i.e., P f = P m = 0, thus,z n = z n ∀n. The likelihood function of the traffic samples given u assuming perfect sensing is derived in a similar manner to [5, Sec. 6.1] and can be written as
where the Markovian property has been applied. Expression (30) can be written as
where n 0 , n 1 , n 2 and n 3 denote the number of (0 → 0), (0 → 1), (1 → 0) and (1 → 1) PU state transitions, respectively, from the total of N −1 transitions among N samples. Then, the ML estimator of u, denoted byũ m , can be found by solving ∂ log L(z|u)/∂u = 0. The value ofũ m cannot be written in a simple closed form and thus, has to be solved numerically. The MSE inũ m , denoted by Vũ m ,N , is lower bounded by the CR bound, accordingly,
where I m (u, N ) is the Fisher information for N collected samples. Specifically, the Fisher information is defined as
Theorem 2:
The lower bound on the MSE inũ m is given as
For a fixed observation window, the CR bound for the variance inũ m approaches an asymptote as N increases. This is caused by the correlation between the samples. The lower bound on the CR bound can be derived as follows
F. ML Estimation of u under Imperfect Sensing
In the presence of sensing errors, any PU traffic samples vector z can result in an estimated PU traffic samples vector z with a non-zero probability. Hence, the likelihood function presented in (31) is modified to
where Pr(Z n |u) is the probability of occurrence of the PU traffic samples vector Z n and equals the right hand side of (31), and S(z|Z n ) is the probability of estimating the PU traffic samples vector asz, when the actual PU traffic samples vector equals Z n . S(z|Z n ) can be written as
where m 0,n,z , m 1,n,z , m 2,n,z , and m 3,n,z are the numbers of false alarms, no false alarms, mis-detections, and no misdetections, respectively, that yield the estimated PU traffic samples vectorz given the PU traffic samples vector Z n . The ML estimator of u can be modified to account for sensing errors and can be calculated by solving for the value of u that maximizes the modified likelihood function given in (35 (31) but with replacing the condition on u by a condition on λ f . Then, the ML estimator of λ f , denoted byλ f , can be found by
B. The CR bound on the MSE inλ f
The MSE inλ f , denoted by Vλ f ,N , is expressed using the CR bound as in the case of the ML estimation of u. Hence,
Accordingly, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
The lower bound on the MSE inλ f is given as
Proof: See [31, Appendix D]. As for the case of estimating u, the CR bound for the variance inλ f for a fixed observation window approaches an asymptote as N increases due to the sample correlation. The lower limit on the CR bound can be derived by taking the limit of (38) as N approaches infinity, yielding
C. Estimation of λ n under Perfect Sensing
The PU arrival rate, λ n , can be estimated in a similar manner to λ f using ML estimation. The ML estimator of λ n can be written asλ n = (1 − u)λ f /u where the derivation follows that ofλ f and is omitted for brevity. It follows
Moreover, for a fixed observation window, the CR bound for the MSE inλ n approaches λ n / (2T u) as N increases.
D. ML Estimation of λ f and λ n under Imperfect Sensing
The likelihood function of the traffic samples given λ f or λ n under imperfect sensing can be expressed as in (35) with replacing the condition on u by a condition on λ f and λ n , respectively. The ML estimators for λ f and λ n as well as the corresponding mean squared estimation errors cannot be expressed in simple closed forms and consequently, have to be calculated numerically as shown in Section VI.
V. ALGORITHMS FOR THE BLIND ESTIMATION OF u, λ f ,
AND λ n In this section, we present algorithms that blindly estimate u, λ f and λ n based on adaptive sampling, using the analytical expressions obtained thus far. The assumptions that are necessary for the operation of the algorithms are that the off-and ontimes of the PU are exponentially distributed. Besides, perfect spectrum sensing is assumed, noting that the algorithms can be updated to account for the effect of spectrum sensing imperfections. Two algorithms are presented: Algorithm I blindly estimates u assuming perfect knowledge of λ f and no a priori knowledge of λ n (see the verbal description in Section V-A and its summary in Algorithm 1), and Algorithm II blindly estimates u, λ f and λ n (see the verbal description in Section V-B and its summary in Algorithm 2).
A. Algorithm I: Blind Estimation of u with Known λ f (or λ n )
Algorithm I is applicable in scenarios where there is a priori knowledge of λ f whereas u and λ n are unknown. Note that, the algorithm can be modified to estimate u under the assumption of perfect knowledge of λ n with no a priori knowledge of λ f . A practical example for the latter case would be if the average on-time of the PU is known (for example, the packet length of the PU follows a certain pattern or is fixed) while the rate at which the PU accesses the channel is unknown. The algorithm estimates u using the averaging method as described in (2) , and the error inũ a is estimated using (5) .
The algorithm operates as follows. The traffic is sampled with an arbitrary initial inter-sample time, T 0 , until the sampled traffic state toggles. Then, traffic is sampled for an arbitrary initial number of samples, N 0 , with the inter-sample time T 0 . Note than increasing T 0 and N 0 increases the accuracy of the initial estimate, but, on the other hand, increases the estimation delay. For the remainder of the algorithm, the inter-sample time is determined while taking the correlation between the traffic samples into consideration. Corollary 2 provides an expression for the expected decrease in the MSE inũ a for each additional sample. The maximum decrease in the MSE inũ a is given by
Accordingly, the parameter Dũ a ,N +1 can be expressed as end if 7: end while 8: while N < N0 do 9: take a next sample after T0 s 10: calculateũa using (2) 11: Take a next sample after TN s 18: calculateũa using (2) 19:
calculate Vũ a,N for all u ∈ [0, 1] using (5) (if target V th is required) 20 : end while per sample is lower, while at the same time, the average delay in taking the new sample is lower.
There are three different conditions for terminating the algorithm that are used depending on the application. The algorithm may terminate when (i) a predetermined number of samples are taken (energy-constrained applications), or (ii) after a certain observation window length is reached (delay-constrained applications), or (iii) when a target expected estimation error is reached. For an energy-constrained application where the sensing energy budget, and hence the total number of samples that are to be taken, is limited, the first termination condition is used where the total number of samples equal N th . On the other hand, for a delay-constrained application where the total observation window is bounded by a time threshold, T th , the second termination condition is applied. Finally, the third termination condition is used if the application involves estimating u with a target average estimation error V th . To ensure that the target average error is always reached, the expected error is calculated using (5) for u ∈ [0, 1], using the operating values of N , λ f , and T . The algorithm is terminated if the worst case expected estimation error, calculated over all possible values of u, is less than V th . Note that the value of u that yields the highest estimation error cannot be known a priori as described in Section VI-A.The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
B. Algorithm II: Blind Estimation of u, λ f and λ n
Algorithm II is directed for scenarios where there is no a priori knowledge of u, λ f , and λ n . The duty cycle is estimated using the averaging method as described in (2) . Parameters λ f and λ n are estimated using ML estimation as described in take a next sample after T0 s 7: calculateũa using (2) 8:
calculate Vũ a,N for all u ∈ [0, 1] and for λ f = λmin using (5) 9:
calculateλ f andλn following Section IV usingũa, N , n0, and n3 10: calculate Vλ f ,N and Vλ n ,N for all u ∈ [0, 1] and for λ f = λn = λmax following Section IV 11: end while Section IV, hence, unlike Algorithm I, the inter-sample time is kept constant at T 0 . The algorithm terminates when a target average estimation error in u, denoted by V u,th , and a target average estimation error in λ f or λ n , denoted by V λ,th , are reached. To ensure that the targeted estimation errors are met, the estimation errors are calculated at all algorithm iterations for the full range of u, and λ f or λ n . Moreover, it follows from Section IV that the asymptotic lower bound on the error in λ f is greater than that in λ n for u > 1 2 and approaches infinity as u tends to 1, while the asymptotic lower bound on the error in λ n is greater than that in λ f for u < 1 2 and approaches infinity as u tends to 0. Thus, the algorithm is designed to terminate whenũ a andλ f reach the target average estimation error ifũ a < 1 2 , and whenũ a andλ n reach the target average estimation error ifũ a > 1 2 . Besides, The lower bound on the estimation error for λ f and λ n is proportional to λ f and λ n as shown in Section IV. Accordingly, the error in λ f and λ n cannot be guaranteed to meet specific targets unless λ f and λ n are upper bounded. Moreover, we assume that λ f and λ n are greater than zero, as otherwise, the PU would be either always on or always off. Thus, in this section we assume that λ f , λ n ∈ [λ min , λ max ]. Furthermore, since the error in estimating u increases with decreasing λ f as presented in (5), the worst case estimation error in u is calculated while substituting λ f = λ min . On the other hand, as the estimation error in λ f and λ n increases monotonically with λ f and λ n , respectively, the worst case estimation error in λ f and λ n is calculated while substituting λ f = λ n = λ max . The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present numerical results, confirming the theory provided in Section III, that compare the accuracy of the different estimation methods of u. Moreover, we show the accuracy and the asymptotic behavior of the ML estimation of λ f , based on the theory obtained in Section IV. Furthermore, we present results for the estimation error in u and λ f under spectrum sensing imperfections. Note that the performance of the estimation of λ n is similar to that of λ f , and thus is omitted to eliminate redundancy. Next, we present results showing the performance of the proposed blind estimation algorithms. Besides, we validate the correctness of the developed mathematical expressions through comparison with simulation results developed in Matlab version 7.10.0.499. Note that, the root mean squared (RMS) error is used as a metric for quantifying the estimation accuracy instead of the MSE for convenience. The RMS error is simply calculated as the square root of the MSE.
In the numerical evaluation, as an example, typical values for the PU traffic parameters are used following the results in [2] , [18] , which are representative sources of information of the temporal utilization of radio resources in popular radio access systems. In specific, we focus on GSM 1800 downlink traffic, as it is the only service common to both studies, with detailed parameters found in [18, Tab. VIII] and [2, Tab. 3] . We therefore assume that the PU duty cycle, u, is in the range of [0.3,0.6] (0.30 in [18] and 0.62 in [2] ), whereas the PU departure rate, λ f , is in the range 3 of [0.4,0.9] s −1 . 
A. The RMS Error in Estimating u

1) The Variation of the RMS Error with the Number of Samples:
The relationships between the total number of samples, N , and the RMS error in the estimate of u are plotted in Fig. 2 for (i) the averaging estimator with non-uniform sampling using the optimal inter-sample time sequence, (ii) the averaging estimator with uniform sampling, (iii) the weighted averaging estimator using the optimal weighting sequence, and (iv) the ML estimator. The RMS error in estimating u, denoted by Rũ ,N , is plotted for an observation window of T = 50 s where N is increased from 40 to 150 samples, which represents a typical size of sample sets in traffic sampling. The variation of Rũ ,N with N for u = 0.3 and u = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , respectively. The PU departure rate, λ f is set to 0.4 s −1 and 0.9 s −1 .
The results show that ML estimation outperforms all averaging based estimation techniques where the resulting RMS error can be reduced by up to 24%. This is because the proposed ML estimator assumes a priori knowledge of λ f . Moreover, the optimized averaging estimator with non-uniform sampling and the optimized weighted averaging estimator yield almost the same estimation error, with a narrow margin below the averaging estimator with uniform sampling. Besides, for the same u, higher λ f yields lower estimation error due to the reduced sample correlation. Furthermore, the figures emphasize the fact that the estimation error reaches an asymptotic value as N is increased. Finally, all results are verified via Matlab simulations where the simulation results match the theoretical expressions except for ML estimation where the simulationbased error is higher than the theoretical expression. This is because the CR bound provides a lower bound on the error that is attained asymptotically as N increases.
2) The Asymptotic RMS Error: The RMS error in the estimate of u as N tends to infinity reaches an asymptote as shown in Section III. . Rũ ,∞ for the averaging estimator with non-uniform sampling is calculated numerically since a closed form expression is not available. The results show that Rũ ,∞ for ML estimation is lower than that for the other estimation techniques, and the performance of the weighted averaging estimator and the averaging estimator with nonuniform sampling is almost identical and surpasses that of the averaging estimator with uniform sampling. Moreover, as proven in Section III-E, Rũ ,∞ for ML estimation is identical to that for weighted averaging estimation if the observation window length, T , is doubled.
3
) The Variation of the RMS Error with the Duty Cycle:
The relationship between Rũ ,N and u, is presented in Fig. 4 . The plot compares the error for the averaging estimator with uniform sampling with that of the ML estimator. For this setup, u is increased from 0 to 1 while T and N are kept constant at 100 seconds and 100 samples, respectively. The error is presented for different values of λ f representing traffic with different levels of correlation. ML estimation achieves a more accurate estimate than averaging-based estimation, yet the gap in performance decreases with higher λ f . The value of u which results in the highest estimation error is greater than 0.5 and approaches u = 0.5 with increasing λ f . The skew in the figure is attributed to the error added by sample correlation, which increases with u for the same λ f . For higher λ f , the effect of sample correlation decreases and the mean squared estimation error approaches
, as explained in Section III-A1, which is symmetric in u and is maximized at u = 0.5. Again, the results are verified via simulations where the simulation results match the theoretical expressions except for ML estimation as the CR bound provides a theoretical lower bound on the error.
B. The RMS Error inλ f under Uniform Sampling
The PU departure rate, λ f , is estimated using ML estimation and hence, the estimate accuracy is lower bounded by the CR bound. Fig. 5(a) N is increased for a fixed observation window length, which, again, is attributed to sample correlation. The asymptotic value of the CR bound was derived as (39) and its square root is presented in Fig. 5(b) where it is clear that the asymptote decreases with increasing the observation window length. The analytical result in (39) is verified through simulations where N was set to a value that is higher than T λ f /u by orders of magnitude.
C. RMS Error in Estimating u and λ f under Sensing Imperfections
The impact of sensing imperfections on the estimation of u and λ f is presented in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) , respectively. The assumed parameters are λ f = 0.9 s −1 , u = 0.3, and T = 50 s. The estimation error is shown for P f = P m = 0, P f = P m = 0.05, and P f = P m = 0.1. The estimation error under sensing imperfections for the averaging estimator of u is expressed in closed form in (19) , and the error for the weighted averaging estimator using the optimal weighting sequence is expressed in closed form in (29) . Analysis and simulation-based results are plotted for both estimators (the special case of uniform sampling is used for the averaging estimator), where the simulation results match the theoretical expressions for both estimators. On the other hand, the impact of sensing errors on the error in the ML estimators of u and λ f is only expressed via simulations using the modified likelihood function expressed in (35) .
D. Algorithm I: Performance of the Proposed Duty Cycle Estimation Algorithm for Constrained N
This section presents the performance of Algorithm I when the total number of samples is constrained. A typical application would be traffic estimation by an energy-constrained node. The initial number of samples, N 0 , is set to 5 samples. The initial inter-sample time, T 0 , is set to two different values, 1 and 10 seconds, to investigate the performance of the algorithm under different initial conditions. After the initial N 0 samples, the inter-sample time is adapted as described in Section V. Three different values of α ∈ {1, 2, 5}, are selected to show the compromise between the estimation accuracy and the total observation window length. The performance of the algorithm is compared to that of uniform sampling with T u set equal to the 2 different values of T 0 , i.e., the algorithm is compared to the case where the inter-sample time is kept constant at the initial conditions without adaptation. The traffic parameters are u = 0.6 and λ f = 0.9 s −1 . The RMS error in the estimate of u, Rũ ,N , is presented in Fig. 7(a) and the equivalent total observation window length is presented in Fig. 7(b) . As a reference, the theoretical lower bound for the averaging-based estimation error as T tends to infinity is also plotted.
The results show that the algorithm can blindly achieve an RMS estimation error that is only 1.5% higher than the theoretical lower bound for α = 5, T 0 = 10s, and N th = 100 samples. Uniform sampling alone can achieve a low estimation error but at the expense of a notable increase in the total observation window length. Moreover, the algorithm has lower dependence on the initial conditions compared to uniform sampling, as the algorithm adapts the inter-sample time according to the traffic parameters. Furthermore, higher α yields a smaller estimation error but causes an increase in the estimation duration, thus, α can be tuned according to the application constraints.
E. Algorithm I: Performance of the Proposed Duty Cycle Estimation Algorithm given a Target Estimation Error
In this section, the duty cycle is blindly estimated until the RMS error reaches a targeted value using Algorithm I. The target RMS estimation error is 0.1 and the algorithm is tested for u ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, while λ f is set to 0.9 s −1 . The algorithm parameters are set to N 0 = 50 samples, T 0 = 50 ms, and α ∈ {1, 2, 5}. The RMS estimation error, the average total number of samples, and the average total observation window length are plotted in Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) , respectively.
F. Algorithm II: Joint Estimation of u, and λ f (or λ n ) for a Target Estimation Error
The targeted RMS estimation error in u is set to 0.1, and the targeted RMS error inλ f orλ n is set to 0.1 s −1 . The algorithm is tested for u ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, and λ f ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} s −1 . Parameters λ min and λ max are set to 0.1 s −1 and 1 s −1 , respectively, and the inter-sample time, T 0 , is set to 50 ms. The RMS estimation error in u is presented in Fig. 9(a) , and the RMS error inλ f orλ n is shown in Fig. 9(b) . The results show that the constraints on the estimation error are reached for all of the tested values of u and λ f . The estimation error in u is higher for lower λ f due to the increased sample correlation, while the error inλ f increases with λ f which complies with Section IV-B. Furthermore, since the inter-sample time is constant and the algorithm terminates when the worst case error (covering the full considered range of the traffic parameters) matches the target error, the total observation window length and number of samples are constant for all considered values of u and λ f . For this specific setup, the total observation window equals 290 seconds, which is higher than that reported for Algorithm I, as shown in Fig. 8(c) , where λ f was assumed to be known a priori.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we developed a mathematical framework that quantifies the estimation accuracy of Primary User (PU) traffic parameters in the form of the mean squared estimation error. We derived the Cramér-Rao bound on the accuracy of estimating the mean PU duty cycle, u, using uniform sampling under perfect knowledge of either the mean PU offor on-time. We also analyzed the estimation error in u for a variety of estimators based on sample stream averaging and maximum likelihood estimation. We proved that for the equalweighted averaging-based estimation of u, the estimation error is convex with respect to the inter-sample time sequence and we derived the optimal sequence and the corresponding error. Moreover, we derived the optimal weighting sequence when weighted averaging is employed. Among other contributions, we showed that the maximum likelihood estimation of u outperforms all averaging based estimators, provided that a priori knowledge of the mean PU off-time or the mean PU ontime is available. Regarding the mean PU off-and on-times, we formulated the estimation error bounds, for all unbiased estimators, in the form of the Cramér-Rao bounds. We showed that the estimation error for all PU traffic parameters for a fixed observation length is lower bounded due to sample correlation, where the bound can be reduced by increasing the total observation window length.
